Optical microscopes gave birth to cell biology, revealing a Lilliputian world of mitochondria, chromosomes, and much more. Yet as biologists grew more adept at illuminating the cell's interior, light's physical properties stopped their progress dead in its tracks. The so-called diffraction barrier limits resolution to 200 nanometers in the case of visible light, or half the wavelength used to make an image. To see more detail, scientists had to turn to the shorter wavelengths of electron microscopes. Now, two research teams have independently developed light microscopy techniques that resolve objects on the nanometer scale. "The diffraction barrier is not only gone in theory. It's really gone," says physicist Stefan Hell of the Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry in Göttingen, Germany, the leader of one of the groups. He and others expect the new methods to enable biologists to visualize how proteins interact with one another and the cell membrane, and to solve numerous mysteries about how cells function.
"I see a whole array of applications," says Shuming Nie, a biomolecular engineer at Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia.
One of the new techniques, described online in Science this week (www.sciencemag.org/cgi/ content/abstract/1127344) by physicists Eric Betzig, Harald Hess, and colleagues, began with a device assembled in Hess's living room while both he and Betzig were unemployed. Betzig had pioneered a technique called near-field microscopy at Bell Labs in the 1990s, but he then went to work at his father's machine tool company in Michigan. "I was going through my midlife crisis, [and] 
NSF Wants PIs to Mentor Their Postdocs
U.S. funding agencies have traditionally steered clear of micromanaging the relationships between principal investigators (PIs) and their postdocs, although federal grants typically pay the salaries of these unsung lab heroes. Postdocs say this handsoff policy encourages PIs to treat them as skilled laborers rather than apprentice scientists. Last week, the National Science Foundation (NSF) took a small step toward addressing that complaint with a directive aimed at getting scientists to take their mentoring role more seriously.
A 2 August letter from the agency's geosciences directorate asks grantees and grant applicants to spell out their mentoring activities in both grant proposals and annual and final reports (www.nsf.gov/pubs/2006/ nsf06038/nsf06038.jsp). The goal, say NSF officials, is to make sure that postdocs acquire vital skills such as grant writing, lab management, research ethics, and teaching at the same time they are advancing the frontiers of science. The words are more of a carrot than a stick, says Jim Lightbourne, a senior adviser in the agency director's office, who says he hopes the initiative "will serve as a model for other NSF directorates."
The letter asks that PIs report specific training efforts and describe their impact. NSF is particularly interested in "highly effective or innovative ways" of molding the next generation of scientists, notes geosciences head Margaret Leinen, who took the idea from a 2004 NSF workshop on postdoc training. Leinen's letter includes a none-too-subtle reminder that such activities fall within the scope of one of the two criteria used to judge grant proposals.
Although the letter does not mandate mentoring, it's "an important first step" toward making PIs more accountable, says Alyson Reed, executive director of the National Postdoctoral Association (NPA). "We still hear stories of PIs discouraging their postdocs from attending workshops because it'll take time out of their day," she says. NPA plans to press the other NSF directorates and the National Institutes of Health to adopt similar guidelines.
Giuseppe Petrucci, a geochemist at the University of Vermont in Burlington, would have liked to see NSF use more forceful language: "Right now, it merely reads like a suggestion that grantees can easily ignore." The problem, says Petrucci, an assistant professor, is that "academic researchers understand that graduate students need to be trained. But they take postdocs as being independent. It's difficult to change that mindset." flash brief and the light extra dim, the scientists ensured that just some molecules activate. Then, the pair zapped the molecules with a yellow light that made them glow brightly for up to a few seconds before flaring out. By repeating the process over and over againroughly 10,000 times in all over 2 to 12 hoursthe researchers could gather enough information to compile a "supermap" of the cell, distinguishing molecules just 2 to 25 nanometers apart in regions with up to 100,000 molecules per square micrometer. For example, they assembled detailed images of the Golgi apparatus and the retroviral protein Gag bound to the cell's membrane. "They are, in a sense, pushing the power of single molecules as nanoscale light sources to the limit," says W. E. Moerner, a physical chemist at Stanford University in Palo Alto, California.
The new technique, dubbed photoactivated localization microscopy, currently has a resolution similar to that of electron microscopy. But scientists say that it has potential for even better resolution and for examining protein-protein interactions, particularly if fluorescent labels of different colors can be applied to proteins. Hell's barrier-busting technique, which he first sketched out in 1994, takes the opposite approach from Betzig's. Instead of turning on fluorescently labeled molecules one by one, Hell turns them off, using a hollow needle of light that darkens a ring of molecules but leaves the ones in the very center glowing. In 2000, Hell tested the technique-known as stimulated emission depletion microscopy-on cells and found that it worked. Last year in Physical Review Letters, Hell and colleagues reported even better resolution in nonbiological samples. Now, in the 1 August Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Hell and colleagues report imaging molecules 15 to 20 nanometers apart in dead cells.
One challenge now is to apply the new techniques to living cells, whose parts are often in rapid motion. The Betzig technique may face more hurdles because it relies on hours of snapshots before building a picture of a cell's static state. Still, says Moerner, there's hope that scientists will find ways around the roadblocks. "The ingenuity of people always surpasses what we say can be done," he says.
Fortunately, Hess's living room won't be needed anymore. Both Hess and Betzig have been recruited to lead groups at Janelia Farm, the new Virginia campus of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute devoted to developing new research techniques. 
NEWS OF THE WEEK
Astronomers studying gamma ray bursts (GRBs) have stumbled upon a mystery. Apparently, these hugely energetic explosions in the distant universe prefer to go off in places where at least one galaxy lies between them and Earth. But quasars, which are also very remote, don't share that preference-and nobody can explain why. "It's a very puzzling result," says Krzysztof Stanek of Ohio State University in Columbus.
Earlier observations of thousands of quasars (the luminous nuclei of distant galaxies) showed that about a quarter of them bore the spectroscopic fingerprints of foreground galaxies. But when a team led by Jason Prochaska and Gabriel Prochter of the University of California, Santa Cruz, did the same analysis for 14 GRBs with known distances, they found one or more foreground galaxies in almost every case. In a paper accepted for publication in Astrophysical Journal Letters, they describe the find as "astonishing."
Prochaska and his colleagues have studied several possible explanations for the find. Dust absorption in the foreground galaxies might be different for quasars and GRBs, in ways that obscure more quasars. Large-scale gravitational lensing by the intervening galaxies might boost the brightness of GRBs and so make them easier to detect. Finally, the galaxylike features in the GRB spectra might come from the "home galaxy" of the burst, not a foreground galaxy. But, says cosmologist Martin Rees of Cambridge University in the U.K., "as the authors themselves realized, none of their suggested explanations works very well."
In an as-yet-unpublished paper, however, a team of Ohio astronomers including Stanek and Stephan Frank claim they can explain Prochaska's result in a particular set of circumstances: if the gas in the foreground galaxies is clumpy and the light-emitting region of a quasar is bigger than the corresponding region of the fireball of a GRB. Stanek concedes that this is just the reverse of common astrophysical wisdom, but, he says, "it's at least a plausible explanation that should be looked into." However, the Ohio proposal has met with quite a bit of criticism, says Frank.
Could the result be due to chance? After all, the number of GRBs used in the study is relatively small. Ken Lanzetta of Stony Brook University in New York thinks so. "If I had to bet, I would say this is that one-in-10,000 statistical fluke that happens every now and then," he says. "It will probably go away when more observations become available. We'll have to wait and see." If the puzzle remains after 15 or 30 more GRBs are analyzed, however, then "something very strange must be going on," Lanzetta says. But cosmologist Jeremiah Ostriker of Princeton University is confident that a solution will be found. Meanwhile, Prochaska says he would welcome any suggestions. "I'm desperate enough to consider out-of-the-box ideas," he says. "I'm stuck at the moment."
-GOVERT SCHILLING
Govert Schilling is an astronomy writer in Amersfoort, the Netherlands.
Do Gamma Ray Bursts Always Line Up With Galaxies?
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Spooky, or what? Light from most gamma ray bursts seems to pass through a galaxy en route to Earth, unlike light from similarly distant quasars.
